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Editorial

Dear Colleagues,

It is our pleasure to present you the 209
th issue of the AGB Newsletter.

We ongratulate Ashkbiz Danehkar on his Ph.D. thesis and we wish him all the best in his future areer.

Last month's Food for Thought provoked a ouple of reations. Marian Martínez González's favourite (elestial)

objet is the planetary nebula Abell 39 beause, as she puts it: "It is just simply beautiful. It has this kind of plain,

magni�ent beauty that attrats my attention, the same as an Yves Klein art work." We annot disagree with that.

On the other hand, Sakib Rasool found it hard to hoose: "It is impossible to have a favourite PN as all of them

possess a unique harater and sense of identity that [together℄ form a beautiful ommunity of Galati stardeath."

We an hardly disagree with that either.

The next issue is planned to be distributed around the 3
rd of January, 2015. With the Season's Greetings and a

Peaeful start of the New Year,

Editorially Yours,

Jao van Loon, Ambra Nanni and Albert Zijlstra

Food for Thought

This month's thought-provoking statement is:

Do AGB stars enrih or pollute the galaxies they inhabit?

Reations to this statement or suggestions for next month's statement an be e-mailed to astro.agbnews�keele.a.uk

(please state whether you wish to remain anonymous)
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Refereed Journal Papers

On the numerial treatment and dependene of thermohaline mixing in

red giants

J.C. Lattanzio1, L. Siess2, R.P. Churh3, G. Angelou1, R.J. Stanli�e4, C.L. Doherty1, T. Stephen1 and S.W.

Campbell1

1Monash Centre for Astrophysis, Monash University, Australia
2Institut d'Astronomie et d'Astrophysique, Université Libre de Bruxelles (ULB), Brussels, Belgium
3Lund Observatory, Department of Astronomy and Theoretial Physis, Box 43, SE-221 00 Lund, Sweden
4Argelander Institute for Astronomy, University of Bonn, Auf dem Hügel 71, D-53121 Bonn, Germany

In reent years muh interest has been shown in the proess of thermohaline mixing in red giants. In low and

intermediate mass stars this mehanism �rst ativates at the position of the bump in the luminosity funtion, and

has been identi�ed as a likely andidate for driving the slow mixing inferred to our in these stars. One partiularly

important onsequene of this proess, whih is driven by a moleular weight inversion, is the destrution of lithium.

We show that the degree of lithium destrution, or in some ases prodution, is extremely sensitive to the numerial

details of the stellar models. Within the standard 1D di�usion approximation to thermohaline mixing, we �nd that

di�erent evolution odes, with their default numerial shemes, an produe lithium abundanes that di�er from one

another by many orders of magnitude. This disagreement is worse for faster mixing. We perform experiments with

four independent stellar evolution odes, and derive onditions for the spatial and temporal resolution required for

a onverged numerial solution. The results are extremely sensitive to the timesteps used. We �nd that predited

lithium abundanes published in the literature until now should be treated with aution.

Aepted for publiation in MNRAS

Available from arXiv:1410.6517

Internal proper-motions in the Eskimo Nebula

Ma.T. Garía-Díaz1, L. Gutiérrez1, W. Ste�en1, J.A. López1 and J. Bekman2,3,4

1Instituto de Astronomía, Universidad Naional Autónoma de Méxio, Km 103 Carretera Tijuana�Ensenada, 22860 Ensenada, B.C.,

Méxio
2Instituto de Astrofísia de Canarias, La Laguna, Tenerife, Spain
3Consejo Superior de Investigaiones Cientí�as, Spain
4Departamento de Astrofísia. Universidad de La Laguna, Tenerife, Spain

We present measurements of internal proper motions at more than �ve hundred positions of NGC2392, the Eskimo

Nebula, based on images aquired with WFPC2 on board the Hubble Spae Telesope at two epohs separated by 7.695

years. Comparison of the two observations shows learly the expansion of the nebula. We measured the amplitude

and diretion of the motion of loal strutures in the nebula by determining their relative shift during that interval.

In order to assess the potential unertainties in the determination of proper motions in this objet, and in general,

the measurements were performed using two di�erent methods, used previously in the literature. We ompare the

results from the two methods, and to perform the sienti� analysis of the results we hoose one, the ross-orrelation

method, as the more reliable. We go on to perform a "riss�ross" mapping analysis on the proper motion vetors

whih helps in the interpretation of the veloity pattern. Combining our results on the proper motions with radial

veloity measurements obtained from high resolution spetrosopi observations, and employing an existing 3D model,

we estimate the distane to the nebula as 1300 p.

Aepted for publiation in The Astrophysial Journal

Available from arXiv:1411.0042
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Disovery of time variation of the intensity of moleular lines in

IRC+10
◦
216 in the submillimeter and far infrared domains

J. Cerniharo1, D. Teyssier2, G. Quintana-Laai1, F. Daniel3, M. Agúndez1, L. Velilla Prieto1, L. Dein4, M.

Guélin5, P. Enrenaz6, P. Garía-Lario2, E. de Bek7, M.J. Barlow8, M.A.T. Groenewegen9, D. Neufeld10 and J.

Pearson11

1Group of Moleular Astrophysis, ICMM, CSIC, C/Sor Juana Inés de La Cruz N3, E-28049, Madrid, Spain
2ESA, ESAC, P.O. Box 78, Villanueva de la Cañada, E-28691 Madrid, Spain
3Univ. Grenoble Alpes/CNRS, IPAG, F-38000 Grenoble, Frane
4Instituut voor Sterrenkunde, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Celestijnenlaan 200D, B-3001 Leuven, Belgium
5Institut de Radioastronomie Millimétrique, 300 rue de la Pisine, F-38406, St-Martin d'Hères, Frane
6LERMA, Observatoire de Paris, 61 Av. de l'Observatoire, F-75014 Paris, Frane
7Department of Earth and Spae Sienes, Chalmers University of Tehnology, Onsala Spae Observatory, SE 439 92 Onsala, Sweden
8Department of Physis and Astronomy, University College London, Gower Street, London WC1E 6BT, UK
9Koninklijke Sterrenwaht van België, Ringlaan 3, B-1180, Brussel, Belgium
10Department of Physis and Astronomy, Johns Hopkins University, 3400 North Charles Street, Baltimore, MD 21218, USA
11Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Tehnology, Pasadena, CA, 91109, USA

We report on the disovery of strong intensity variations in the high rotational lines of abundant moleular speies

towards the arhetypial irumstellar envelope of IRC+10◦216. The observations have been arried out with the HIFI

instrument on board Hershel and with the IRAM 30-m telesope. They over several observing periods spreading

over 3 years. The line intensity variations for moleules produed in the external layers of the envelope most probably

result from time variations in the infrared pumping rates. We analyze the main impliations this disovery has on

the interpretation of moleular line emission in the envelopes of Mira-type stars. Radiative transfer alulations have

to take into aount both the time variability of infrared pumping and the possible variation of the dust and gas

temperatures with stellar phase in order to reprodue the observation of moleular lines at di�erent epohs. The e�et

of gas temperature variations with stellar phase ould be partiularly important for lines produed in the innermost

regions of the envelope. Eah layer of the irumstellar envelope sees the stellar light radiation with a di�erent lag

time (phase). Our results show that this e�et must be inluded in the models. The sub-mm and FIR lines of AGB

stars annot anymore be onsidered as safe intensity alibrators.

Aepted for publiation in Astrophysial Journal Letters

Available from arXiv:1410.5852

Near-infrared spetrosopy of andidate red supergiant stars in lusters

Maria Messineo1,2,3, Zhu Qingfeng4, Valentin D. Ivanov5, Donald F. Figer3, Ben Davies6, Karl M. Menten1, Rolf P.

Kudritzki7 and C.-H. Rosie Chen1

1Max-Plank-Institut für Radioastronomie (MPIfR), Germany
2European Spae Ageny (ESA), The Netherlands
3Rohester Institute of Tehnology (RIT), USA
4University of Siene and Tehnology of China, Chinese Aademy of Sienes, China
5European Southern Observatory (ESO), Chile
6Liverpool John Moores University, UK
7University of Hawai'i, USA

Clear identi�ations of Galati young stellar lusters farther than a few kp from the Sun are rare, despite the

large number of andidate lusters. We aim to improve the seletion of andidate lusters rih in massive stars with

a multiwavelength analysis of photometri Galati data that range from optial to mid-infrared wavelengths. We

present a photometri and spetrosopi analysis of �ve andidate stellar lusters, whih were seleted as over-densities

with bright stars (Ks < 7 mag) in GLIMPSE and 2MASS images. A total of 48 infrared spetra were obtained. The

ombination of photometry and spetrosopy yielded six new red supergiant stars with masses from 10 M⊙ to 15 M⊙.

Two red supergiants are loated at Galati oordinates (l, b) = (16.◦7,−0.◦63) and at a distane of about ∼ 3.9 kp;
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four other red supergiants are members of a luster at Galati oordinates (l, b) = (49.◦3,+0.◦72) and at a distane of

∼ 7.0 kp. Spetrosopi analysis of the brightest stars of deteted overdensities and studies of interstellar extintion

along their line of sights are fundamental to distinguish regions of low extintion from atual stellar lusters. The

ensus of young star lusters ontaining red supergiants is inomplete; in the existing all-sky near-infrared surveys,

they an be identi�ed as overdensities of bright stars with infrared olor�magnitude diagrams haraterized by gaps.

Published in A&A

Available from arXiv:1409.7906

and from http://dsads.u-strasbg.fr/abs/2014A

A Spitzer Spae Telesope survey of extreme Asymptoti Giant Branh

stars in M32

O.C. Jones1,2, I. MDonald1, R.M. Rih3, F. Kemper4, M.L. Boyer5,6, A.A. Zijlstra1 and G.J. Bendo1,7

1Jodrell Bank Centre for Astrophysis, Alan Turing Building , Oxford Road, Manhester, M13 9PL, UK
2Spae Telesope Siene Institute, 3700 San Martin Drive, Baltimore, MD 21218, USA
3Department of Physis & Astronomy, University of Californi a Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California, USA
4Aademia Sinia, Institute of Astronomy and Astrophysis, 11F ASMAB, NTU/AS ampus, No. 1 Se. 4 Roosevelt Road, Taipei 10617,

Taiwan
5Observational Cosmology Lab, Code 665, NASA Goddard Spae F light Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771, USA
6Oak Ridge Assoiated Universities (ORAU), Oak Ridge, TN 378 31, USA
7UK ALMA Regional Centre Node, UK

We investigate the population of ool, evolved stars in the Loal Group dwarf elliptial galaxy M32, using Infrared

Array Camera observations from the Spitzer Spae Telesope. We onstrut deep mid-infrared olour�magnitude

diagrams for the resolved stellar populations within 3.′5 of M32's entre, and identify those stars that exhibit infrared

exess. Our data is dominated by a population of luminous, dust-produing stars on the asymptoti giant branh

(AGB) and extend to approximately 3 mag below the AGB tip. We detet for the �rst time a sizeable population of

`extreme' AGB stars, highly enshrouded by irumstellar dust and likely ompletely obsured at optial wavelengths.

The total dust-injetion rate from the extreme AGB andidates is measured to be 7.5× 10−7 M⊙ yr−1, orresponding

to a gas mass-loss rate of 1.5 × 10−4 M⊙ yr−1. These extreme stars may be indiative of an extended star-formation

epoh between 0.2 and 5 Gyr ago.

Aepted for publiation in MNRAS

Available from arXiv:1410.4504

Sulfur-bearing speies in moleular louds

G. Bilalbegovi¢1 and G. Baranovi¢2

1Department of Physis, Faulty of Siene, University of Zagreb, Croatia
2Rudjer Bo²kovi¢ Institute, Division of Organi Chemistry and Biohemistry, Zagreb, Croatia

We study several moleules that ould help in the solution of the missing sulfur problem in dense louds and irum-

stellar regions, as well as in the lari�ation of the sulfur hemistry in omets. These sulfur moleules are: the trimer

(CH2S)3 and the tetramer (CH2S)4 of thioformaldehyde, pentathian S5CH2, hexathiepan S6CH2, thiirane C2H4S,

trisulfane HSSSH, and thioaetone (CH3)2CS. Infrared spetra of these speies are alulated using density funtional

theory methods. The majority of alulated bands belong to the mid-infrared, with some of them ourring in the

near and far-infrared region. We suggest that some of unidenti�ed spetral features measured by Infrared Spae

Observatory in several ative galati nulei and starburst galaxies ould be aused by 1,3,5-trithiane ((CH2S)3),

1,3,5,7-tetrathioane ((CH2S)4), and thiirane (C2H4S). The objets whose unidenti�ed infrared features we ompare

with alulated bands are: NGC253, M82, NGC1068, Cirinus, Arp 220, 30Doradus, OrionKL, and SgrB2.

Aepted for publiation in MNRAS

Available from arXiv:1410.8293
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Pulsations of red supergiant pair-instability supernova progenitors

leading to extreme mass loss

Takashi Moriya1 and Norbert Langer1

1Argelander Institute for Astronomy, University of Bonn, Germany

Reent stellar evolution models show onsistently that very massive metal-free stars evolve into red supergiants shortly

before they explode. We argue that the envelopes of these stars, whih will form pair-instability supernovæ, beome

pulsationally unstable and that this will lead to extreme mass-loss rates despite the tiny metal ontent of the envelopes.

We investigate the pulsational properties of suh models and derive pulsationally indued mass-loss rates, whih take

the damping e�ets of the mass loss on the pulsations selfonsistently into aount. We �nd that the pulsations may

indue mass-loss rates of ∼ 10−4�10−2 M⊙ yr−1 shortly before the explosions, whih may reate a dense irumstellar

medium. Our results show that very massive stars with dense irumstellar media may stem from a wider initial

mass range than pulsational-pair instability supernovæ. The extreme mass loss will ease when so muh of the

hydrogen-rih envelope is lost that the star beomes more ompat and stops pulsating. The helium ore of these

stars therefore remains una�eted, and their fate as pair-instability supernovæ remains unaltered. The existene of

dense irumstellar media around metal-free pair-instability supernovæ an make them brighter and bluer, and they

may be easier to detet at high redshifts than previously expeted. We argue that the mass-loss enhanement in pair-

instability supernova progenitors an naturally explain some observational properties of superluminous supernovæ:

the energeti explosions of stars within hydrogen-rih dense irumstellar media with little 56Ni prodution and the

lak of a hydrogen-rih envelope in pair-instability supernova andidates with large 56Ni prodution.

Aepted for publiation in Astronomy & Astrophysis

Available from arXiv:1410.4557

Mass transfer from giant donors

Konstantin Palovskii1 and Natalia Ivanova1

1University of Alberta, Canada

The stability of mass transfer in binaries with onvetive giant donors remains an open question in modern astrophysis.

There is a signi�ant disrepany between what the existing methods predit for a response to mass loss of the giant

itself, as well as for the mass transfer rate during the Rohe lobe over�ow. Here we show that the reombination energy

in the superadiabati layer plays an important and hitherto unaounted-for role in he donor's response to mass loss,

in partiular on its luminosity and e�etive temperature. Our improved optially thik nozzle method to alulate

the mass transfer rate via L1 allows us to evolve binary systems for a substantial Rohe lobe over�ow. We propose

a new, strengthened riterion for the mass transfer instability, basing it on whether the donor experienes over�ow

through its outer Lagrangian point. We �nd that with the new riterion, if the donor has a well-developed outer

onvetive envelope, the ritial initial mass ratio for whih a binary would evolve stably through the onservative

mass transfer varies from 1.5 to 2.2, whih is about twie as large as previously believed. In underdeveloped giants

with shallow onvetive envelopes this ritial ratio may be even larger. When the onvetive envelope is still growing,

and in partiular for most ases of massive donors, the ritial mass ratio gradually dereases to this value, from that

of radiative donors.

Submitted to ApJ

Available from arXiv:1410.5109

Close stellar binary systems by grazing envelope evolution

Noam Soker1

1Tehnion, Israel

I suggest a spiral-in proess by whih a stellar ompanion graze the envelope of a giant star while both the orbital
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separation and the giant radius shrink simultaneously, and a lose binary system is formed. The binary system might

be viewed as evolving in a onstant state of `just entering a ommon envelope (CE) phase'. In ases where this proess

takes plae it an be an alternative to the CE evolution where the seondary star is immerses in the giant's envelope.

The grazing envelope evolution (GEE) is made possible only if the ompanion manages to areted mass at a high

rate and launh jets that remove the outskirts of the giant envelope, hene preventing the formation of a CE . The

high aretion rate is made possible by the aretion disk that launhes jets that e�iently arry the exess angular

momentum and energy from the areted mass. Mass loss through the seond Lagrangian point an arry additional

angular momentum and envelope mass. The GEE lasts for tens to hundreds of years. The high aretion rate with

peaks lasting months to years might lead to a bright objet termed intermediate luminosity optial transient (ILOT;

Red Novæ; Red Transients). A bipolar nebula and/or equatorial ring are formed around the binary remnant.

Available from arXiv:1410.5363

Spetral variability of the IR-soure IRAS 01005+7910 optial omponent

V.G. Klohkova1, E.L. Chentsov1, V.E. Panhuk1, E.G. Sendzikas1 and M.V. Yushkin1

1Speial Astrophysial Observatory RAS, Nizhnij Arkhyz, 369167 Russia

High-resolution optial spetra of the IR soure IRAS 01005+7910 are used to determine the spetral type of its entral

star, B1.5±0.3, identify the spetral features, and analyze their pro�le and radial-veloity variations. The systemi

veloity vsys = −50.5 km s−1 is determined from the positions of the symmetri and stable pro�les of the forbidden

[N i℄, [N ii℄, [O i℄, [S ii℄, and [Fe ii℄ emission lines. The presene of the [N ii℄ and [S ii℄ forbidden emissions indiates the

onset of the ionization of the irumstellar envelope and the fat that the star is very lose to undergoing the planetary

nebula stage. The broad range of radial veloity vr estimates based on the line ores, whih amounts to about 34

km s−1, is partly due to the deformations of the pro�les aused by variable emissions. The variations of the vr in

the line wings are smaller, about 23 km s−1, and may be due to pulsations and/or hidden binarity of the star. The

deformations of the pro�les of absorption�emission lines may result from variations of their absorption omponents

aused by the variations of the geometry and kinematis in the wind base. The Hα lines exhibit PCyg III type wind

pro�les. Deviations of the wind from spherial symmetry are shown to be small. The relatively low wind veloity

(27�74 km s−1 from di�erent observations) and the strong intensity of the red emission (it exeeds the ontinuum level

by up to a fator of seven) are typial for hypergiants rather than the lassial supergiants. IRAS 01005+7910 is an

example of spetral mimiry of a low-mass post-AGB star masquerading as a massive hypergiant.

Published in Astrophysial Bulletin, vol.69, No.4, p.439 (2014)

Available from arXiv:1410.7879

The born-again planetary nebula A 78: An X-ray twin of A 30

J.A. Toalá1, M.A. Guerrero1, H. Todt2, W.-R. Hamann2, Y.-H. Chu3,4, R.A. Gruendl3, D. Shönberner5, L.M.

Oskinova2, R.A. Marquez-Lugo1, X. Fang1 and G. Ramos-Larios6

1Instituto de Astrofísia de Andaluía � CSIC, Spain
2Institut für Physik und Astronomie, University of Potsdam, Germany
3Department of Astronomy, University of Illinois, USA
4Institute of Astronomy and Astrophysis, Aademia Sinia, Taiwan
5Leibniz-Institut Für Astrophysik Potsdam (AIP), Germany
6Instituto de Astronomía y Meteorología, Méxio

We present the XMM�Newton disovery of X-ray emission from the planetary nebula (PN) A78, the seond born-again

PN deteted in X-rays apart from A30. These two PNe share similar spetral and morphologial harateristis: They

harbor di�use soft X-ray emission assoiated with the interation between the H-poor ejeta and the urrent fast

stellar wind, and a point-like soure at the position of the entral star (CSPN). We present the spetral analysis of

the CSPN, using for the �rst time a NLTE ode for expanding atmospheres whih takes line blanketing into aount

for the UV and optial spetra. The wind abundanes are used for the X-ray spetral analysis of the CSPN and the
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di�use emission. The X-ray emission from the CSPN in A78 an be modeled by a single Cvi emission line, while

the X-ray emission from its di�use omponent is better desribed by an optially thin plasma emission model with

temperature kT = 0.088 keV (T ≈ 1.0 × 106 K). We estimate X-ray luminosities in the 0.2�2.0 keV energy band of

LX,CSPN = (1.2 ± 0.3) × 1031 erg s−1 and LX,DIFF = 9.2 ± 2.3) × 1030 erg s−1 for the CSPN and di�use omponents,

respetively.

Aepted for publiation in Astrophysial Journal

Available from arXiv:1411.3837

Searhing for variable stars in the ores of �ve metal-rih globular

lusters using EMCCD observations

Jesper Skottfelt1.2, D.M. Bramih3, R. Figuera Jaimes4,5, U.G. Jørgensen1,2, N. Kains6,4, A. Arellano Ferro7 et al.

1Niels Bohr Institute, University of Copenhagen, Juliane Maries Vej 30, 2100 København Ø, Denmark
2Centre for Star and Planet Formation, Natural History Museum, University of Copenhagen, Østervoldgade 5-7, 1350 København K,

Denmark
3Qatar Environment and Energy Researh Institute, Qatar Foundation, Tornado Tower, Floor 19, P.O. Box 5825, Doha, Qatar
4European Southern Observatory, Karl-Shwarzshild-Straÿe 2, 85748 Garhing bei Münhen, Germany
5SUPA, Shool of Physis and Astronomy, University of St. Andrews, North Haugh, St. Andrews, KY16 9SS, United Kingdom
6Spae Telesope Siene Institute, 3700 San Martin Drive, Baltimore, MD 21218, United States of Ameria
7Instituto de Astronomía Universidad Naional Autónoma de Méxio, Méxio

In this paper, we present the analysis of time-series observations from 2013 and 2014 of �ve metal-rih ([Fe/H℄ > −1)
globular lusters: NGC6388, NGC6441, NGC6528, NGC6638, and NGC6652. The data have been used to perform

a ensus of the variable stars in the entral parts of these lusters. The observations were made with the eletron-

multiplying CCD (EMCCD) amera at the Danish 1.54m Telesope at La Silla, Chile, and they were analysed using

di�erene image analysis (DIA) to obtain high-preision light urves of the variable stars. It was possible to identify and

lassify all of the previously known or suspeted variable stars in the entral regions of the �ve lusters. Furthermore,

we were able to identify and, in most ases, lassify 48, 49, 7, 8, and 2 previously unknown variables in NGC6388,

NGC6441, NGC6528, NGC6638, and NGC6652, respetively. Espeially interesting is the ase of NGC6441, for

whih the variable star population of about 150 stars has been thoroughly examined by previous studies, inluding

a Hubble Spae Telesope study. In this paper we are able to present 49 new variable stars for this luster, of whih

one (possibly two) are RRLyræ stars, two are WVirginis stars, and the rest are long-period semi-regular or irregular

variables on the red giant branh. We have also deteted the �rst double-mode RRLyræ in the luster.

Aepted for publiation in Astronomy and Astrophysis

Available from arXiv:1410.8827

Variability and possible rapid evolution of the hot post-AGB stars

Hen 3-1347, Hen 3-1428, and LSS 4634

V.P. Arkhipova1, M.A. Burlak1, V.F. Esipov1, N.P. Ikonnikova1, A.Yu. Kniazev1,2,3, G.V. Komissarova1 and A.

Tekola2

1Lomonosov Mosow State University, Sternberg Astronomial Institute, 13 Universitetskij prospekt, Mosow 119234, Russia
2South Afrian Astronomial Observatory, Cape Town, South Afria
3Southern Afrian Large Telesope Foundation, Cape Town, South Afria

We present the results of spetrosopi and photometri observations for three hot southernhemisphere post-AGB

objets, Hen 3-1347 = IRAS17074−1845, Hen 3-1428 = IRAS17311−4924, and LSS 4634 = IRAS18023−3409. In the

spetrograms taken with the 1.9-m telesope of the South Afrian Astronomial Observatory (SAAO) in 2012, we

have measured the equivalent widths of the most prominent spetral lines. Comparison of the new data with those

published previously points to a hange in the spetra of Hen 3-1428 and LSS 4634 in the last 20 years. Based on ASAS

data, we have deteted rapid photometri variability in all three stars with an amplitude up to 0.3�0.4 mag in the V
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band. A similarity between the patterns of variability for the sample stars and other hot protoplanetary nebulæ is

pointed out. We present the results of UBV observations for Hen 3-1347, aording to whih the star undergoes rapid

irregular brightness variations with maximum amplitudes ∆V = 0.25 mag, ∆B = 0.25 mag, and ∆U = 0.30 mag and

shows olor�magnitude orrelations. Based on arhival data, we have traed the photometri history of the stars over

more than 100 years. Hen 3-1347 and LSS 4634 have exhibited a signi�ant fading on a long time sale. The revealed

brightness and spetrum variations in the stars, along with evidene for their enhaned mass, may be indiative of

their rapid post-AGB evolution.

Published in Astronomy Letters, Vol.40, No.8, p.485 (2014)

Available from arXiv:1410.3258

and from DOI: 10.1134/S1063773714080015

Evolution of the entral stars of young planetary nebulæ

Marin Hajduk1, Peter A.M. van Hoof2 and Albert A. Zijlstra3

1Niolaus Copernius Astronomial Center, ul. Rabia«ska 8, 87-100 Toru«, Poland
2Royal Observatory of Belgium, Ringlaan 3, 1180 Brussels, Belgium
3Jodrell Bank Centre for Astrophysis, Alan Turing Building, Manhester M13 9PL, UK

The evolution of entral stars of planetary nebulæ was so far doumented in just a few ases. However, spetra olleted

a few deades ago may provide a good referene for studying the evolution of entral stars using the emission line

�uxes of their nebulæ. We investigated evolutionary hanges of the [O iii℄ 5007Å line �ux in the spetra of planetary

nebulæ. We ompared nebular �uxes olleted during a deade or longer. We used literature data and newly obtained

spetra. A grid of Cloudy models was omputed using existing evolutionary models, and the models were ompared

with the observations.

An inrease of the [O iii℄ 5007Å line �ux is frequently observed in young planetary nebulæ hosting H-rih entral stars.

The inreasing nebular exitation is the response to the inreasing temperature and hardening radiation of the entral

stars. We did not observe any hanges in the nebular �uxes in the planetary nebulæ hosting late-type Wolf�Rayet

(WR) entral stars. This may indiate a slower temperature evolution (whih may stem from a di�erent evolutionary

status) of late-[WR℄ stars. The observed evolution of H-rih entral stars is onsistent with the preditions of the

evolutionary models provided in the literature. Late-[WR℄ stars possibly follow a di�erent evolutionary path.

Aepted for publiation in Astronomy & Astrophysis

Available from arXiv:1411.2365

shapemol: a 3-D ode for alulating CO line emission in planetary and

protoplanetary nebulæ. Detailed model-�tting of the omplex nebula

NGC6302

M. Santander-Garía1,2, V. Bujarrabal1, N. Koning3 and W. Ste�en4

1Observatorio Astronómio Naional, Madrid, Spain
2Instituto de Cienia de Materiales de Madrid (CSIC), Madrid, Spain
3Department of Physis & Astronomy, University of Calgary, Alberta, Canada
4Instituto de Astronomía Universidad Naional Autónoma de Méxio, Ensenada, Méxio

Modern instrumentation in radioastronomy onstitutes a valuable tool for studying the Universe: ALMA has reahed

unpreedented sensitivities and spatial resolution, while Hershel/HIFI has opened a new window (most of the sub-

mm and far-infrared ranges are only aessible from spae) for probing moleular warm gas (∼ 50�1000 K). On the

other hand, the software shape has emerged in the past few years as a standard tool for determining the morphology

and veloity �eld of di�erent kinds of gaseous emission nebulæ via spatio-kinematial modelling. Standard shape

implements radiative transfer solving, but it is only available for atomi speies and not for moleules. Being aware

of the growing importane of the development of tools for simplifying the analyses of moleular data from new-era

observatories, we introdue the omputer ode shapemol, a omplement to shape, with whih we intend to �ll the
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so-far under-developed moleular nihe. shapemol enables user-friendly, spatio-kinemati modelling with aurate

non-LTE alulations of exitation and radiative transfer in CO lines. Currently, it allows radiative transfer solving in

the 12CO and 13CO J = 1�0 to J = 17�16 lines, but its implementation permits easily extending the ode to di�erent

transitions and other moleular speies, either by the ode developers or by the user. Used along shape, shapemol

allows easily generating syntheti maps to test against interferometri observations, as well as syntheti line pro�les

to math single-dish observations. We give a full desription of how shapemol works, and we disuss its limitations

and the soures of unertainty to be expeted in the �nal syntheti pro�les or maps. As an example of the power and

versatility of shapemol, we build a model of the moleular envelope of the planetary nebula NGC6302 and ompare

it with 12CO and 13CO J = 2�1 interferometri maps from SMA and high-J transitions from Hershel/HIFI. We �nd

the moleular envelope to have a omplex, broken ring-like struture with an inner, hotter region and several `�ngers'

and high-veloity blobs, emerging outwards from the plane of the ring. We derive a mass of 0.11 M⊙ for the moleular

envelope.

Aepted for publiation in Astronomy & Astrophysis

Available from arXiv:1410.6691

Mixed modes in red giants: a window on stellar evolution

B. Mosser1 et al.

1Obseravatoire de Paris, Frane

Context: The detetion of osillations with a mixed harater in subgiants and red giants allows us to probe the

physial onditions in their ores.

Aims: With these mixed modes, we aim at determining seismi markers of stellar evolution.

Methods: Kepler asteroseismi data were seleted to map various evolutionary stages and stellar masses. Seismi

evolutionary traks were then drawn with the ombination of the frequeny and period spaings.

Results: We measured the asymptoti period spaing for more than 1170 stars at various evolutionary stages. This

allows us to monitor stellar evolution from the main sequene to the asymptoti giant branh and draw seismi evolu-

tionary traks. We present lear quanti�ed asteroseismi de�nitions that haraterize the hange in the evolutionary

stages, in partiular the transition from the subgiant stage to the early red giant branh, and the end of the horizontal

branh.

Conlusions: The seismi information is so preise that lear onlusions an be drawn independently of evolution

models. The quantitative seismi information an now be used for stellar modeling, espeially for studying the energy

transport in the helium-burning ore or for speifying the inner properties of stars entering the red or asymptoti giant

branhes. Modeling will also allow us to study stars that are identi�ed to be in the helium-sub�ash stage, high-mass

stars either arriving or quitting the seondary lump, or stars that ould be in the blue-loop stage.

Aepted for publiation in A&A

Available from arXiv:1411.1082

Analysis of ool DO-type white dwarfs from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey

Data Release 10

N. Reindl1, T. Rauh1, K. Werner1, S.O. Kepler2, B.T. Gänsike3 and N.P. Gentile Fusillo3

1Institute for Astronomy and Astrophysis, Eberhard Karls University, Sand 1, 72076 Tübingen, Germany
2Instituto de Físia, Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, 91501-900 Porto Alegre, RS, Brazil
3Department of Physis, University of Warwik, Coventry, CV 4 7AL, UK

We report on the identi�ation of 22 new ool DO-type white dwarfs (WD) deteted in Data Release 10 (DR10) of

the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). Among them, we found one more member of the so-alled hot-wind DO WDs,
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whih show ultrahigh exitation absorption lines. Our non-LTE model atmosphere analyses of these objets and two

not previously analyzed hot-wind DO WDs, revealed e�etive temperatures and gravities in the ranges Teff = 45�80

kK and log g = 7.50�8.75. In eight of the spetra we found traes of C (0.001�0.01, by mass). Two of these are the

oolest DO WDs ever disovered that still show a onsiderable amount of C in their atmospheres. This is in strong

ontradition with di�usion alulations, and probably, similar to what is proposed for DB WDs, a weak mass-loss is

present in DO WDs. One objet is the most massive DO WD disovered so far with a mass of 1.07 M⊙ if it is an

ONe-WD or 1.09 M⊙ if it is a CO-WD. We furthermore present the mass distribution of all known hot non-DA (pre-)

WDs and derive the hot DA to non-DA ratio for the SDSS DR7 spetrosopi sample. The mass distribution of DO

WDs beyond the wind limit strongly deviates from the mass distribution of the objets before the wind limit. We

address this phenomenon by applying di�erent evolutionary input hannels. We argue that the DO WD hannel may

be fed by about 13% by post-extreme-horizontal branh stars and that PG1159 stars and O(He) stars may ontribute

in a similar extent to the non-DA WD hannel.

Aepted for publiation in A&A

Available from arXiv:1410.7666

ALMA observations of anisotropi dust mass loss in the inner

irumstellar environment of the red supergiant VYCMa

E. O'Gorman1, W. Vlemmings1, A.M.S. Rihards2, A. Baudry3,4, E. De Bek1, L. Dein5, G.M. Harper6, E.M.

Humphreys7, P. Kervella8,9,10, T. Khouri11 and S. Muller1

1Department of Earth and Spae Sienes, Chalmers University of Tehnology, Onsala Spae Observatory, 439 92 Onsala, Sweden
2Jodrell Bank Centre for Astrophysis, Shool of Physis and Astronomy, University of Manhester, Manhester M13 9PL, UK
3Univ. Bordeaux, LAB, UMR 5804, F-33270 Floira, Frane
4CNRS, LAB, UMR 5804, F-33270 Floira, Frane
5Instituut voor Sterrenkunde, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Celestijnenlaan 200D, 3001 Leuven, Belgium
6Shool of Physis, Trinity College Dublin, Dublin 2, Ireland
7ESO Karl-Shwarzshild-Str. 2, 85748 Garhing bei Münhen, Germany
8LESIA, Observatoire de Paris, CNRS, UPMC, Université Paris-Diderot, PSL, 5 plae Jules Janssen, 92195 Meudon, Frane
9UMI�FCA, CNRS/INSU, Frane (UMI 3386)
10Dept. de Astronomía, Universidad de Chile, Santiago, Chile
11Astronomial Institute "Anton Pannekoek", University of Amsterdam, P.O. Box 94249, 1090 GE Amsterdam, The Netherlands

The proesses leading to dust formation and the subsequent role it plays in driving mass loss in ool evolved stars is

an area of intense study. Here we present high resolution ALMA Siene Veri�ation data of the ontinuum emission

around the highly evolved oxygen-rih red supergiant VYCMa. These data enable us to study the dust in its inner

irumstellar environment at a spatial resolution of 129 mas at 321 GHz and 59 mas at 658 GHz, thus allowing us

to trae dust on spatial sales down to 11 R⋆ (71 au). Two prominent dust omponents are deteted and resolved.

The brightest dust omponent, C, is loated 334 mas (61 R⋆) South East of the star and has a dust mass of at least

2.5 × 10−4 M⊙. It has a dust emissivity spetral index of β = −0.1 at its peak, implying that it is optially thik at

these frequenies with a ool ore of Td
<
∼100 K. Interestingly, not a single moleule in the ALMA data has emission

lose to the peak of this massive dust lump. The other main dust omponent, VY, is loated at the position of the

star and ontains a total dust mass of 4.0 × 10−5 M⊙. It also ontains a weaker dust feature extending over 60 R⋆ to

the North with the total omponent having a typial dust emissivity spetral index of β = 0.7. We �nd that at least

17% of the dust mass around VYCMa is loated in lumps ejeted within a more quiesent roughly spherial stellar

wind, with a quiesent dust mass loss rate of 5 × 10−6 M⊙ yr−1. The anisotropi morphology of the dust indiates a

ontinuous, direted mass loss over a few deades, suggesting that this mass loss annot be driven by large onvetion

ells alone.

Aepted for publiation in Astronomy and Astrophysis

Available from arXiv:1410.1622
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Chemial analysis of CH stars � I: atmospheri parameters and elemental

abundanes

Drisya Karinkuzhi 1,2 and Aruna Goswami1

1Indian Institute of Astrophysis, Koramangala, Bangalore 560034, India
2Bangalore university, Jnana Bharathi Campus, Karntaka 560056, India

Results from high-resolution spetral analyses of a seleted sample of CH stars are presented. Detailed hemial

omposition studies of these objets that ould reveal abundane patterns that give lues to the nuleosynthesis and

evolutionary status of these objets are either missing or limited in literature. We have onduted detailed hemial

omposition studies for these objets based on high resolution (R ∼ 42 000) spetra. The spetra are taken from the

ELODIE arhive and over from 3900 Å to 6800 Å in the wavelength range. We have estimated the stellar atmospheri

parameters, the e�etive temperature Teff , the surfae gravity log g, and metalliity [Fe/H℄ from LTE analysis using

model atmospheres. Estimated temperatures of these objets over a wide range from 4550 K to 6030 K, the surfae

gravity from 1.8 to 3.8 and metalliity from −0.18 to −1.4. We report updates on elemental abundanes for several

heavy elements and present estimates of abundane ratios of Sr, Y, Zr, Ba, La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu and Dy with respet

to Fe. For the objet HD188650 we present the �rst abundane analyses results based on a high resolution spetrum.

Enhanements of heavy elements relative to Fe, that are harateristi of CH stars are evident from our analyses for

most of the objets. A parametri model based study is performed to understand the relative ontributions from the

s- and r-proesses to the abundanes of the heavy elements.

Published in MNRAS

Available from MNRAS, 400, 1095 (2014)

Disovery of true, likely and possible symbioti stars in the dwarf

spheroidal NGC205

Denise R. Gonçalves1, Laura Magrini2, Ignaio G. de la Rosa3,4 and Stavros Akras1

1Observatório do Valongo, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
2INAF � Osservatorio Astro�sio di Aretri, Italy
3Instituto de Astrofísia de Canarias, Spain
4Universidad de La Laguna, Departamento de Astrofísia, Spain

In this paper we disuss the photometri and spetrosopi observations of newly disovered (symbioti) systems in

the dwarf spheroidal galaxy NGC205. The Gemini Multi-Objet Spetrograph on-o� band [O iii℄ 5007AA emission

imaging highlighted several [O iii℄ line emitters, for whih optial spetra were then obtained (Gonçalves et al. 2014).

The detailed study of the spetra of three objets allow us to identify them as true, likely and possible symbioti

systems (SySts), the �rst ones disovered in this galaxy. SySt-1 is unambiguously lassi�ed as a symbioti star,

beause of the presene of unique emission lines whih belong only to symbioti spetra, the well known Ovi Raman

sattered lines. SySt-2 is only possibly a SySt beause the Nevii Raman sattered line at 4881 Å, reently identi�ed

in a well studied Galati symbioti as another very onspiuous property of symbioti, ould as well be identi�ed

as N iii or [Fe iii℄. Finally, SySt-3 is likely a symbioti binary beause in the red part of the spetrum it shows the

ontinuum of a late giant, and forbidden lines of moderate- to high-ionization, like [Fev℄ 4180Å. The main soure for

skeptiism on the symbioti nature of the latter systems is their loation in the PN region in the [O iii℄ 4363/Hγ vs.

[O iii℄ 5007/Hβ diagnosti diagram (Gutierrez-Moreno et al. 1995). It is worth mentioning that at least another two

on�rmed symbiotis, one of the Loal Group dwarf spheroidal IC 10 and the other of the Galaxy, are also misplaed

in this diagram.

Aepted for publiation in MNRAS

Available from arXiv:1411.5266
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The identi�ation of extreme asymptoti giant branh stars and red

supergiants in M33 by 24 µm variability

Edward J. Montiel1, Sundar Srinivasan2, Geo�rey C. Clayton1, Charles W. Engelbraht3,4 and Christopher B.

Johnson1

1Department of Physis & Astronomy, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA 70803, USA
2Aademia Sinia, Institute of Astronomy and Astrophysis, 11F of Astronomy�Mathematis Building, NTU/AS, No. 1, Se. 4, Roosevelt

Rd., Taipei 10617, Taiwan, R.O.C.
3Steward Observatory, 933 North Cherry Avenue, Tuson, AZ 85721, USA
4Raytheon Company, 1151 E. Hermans Road, Tuson, AZ 85756, USA; Deeased

We present the �rst detetion of 24 µm variability in 24 soures in the Loal Group galaxy M33. These results are

based on 4 epohs of MIPS observations, whih are irregularly spaed over ∼ 750 days. We �nd that these soures are

onstrained exlusively to the Holmberg radius of the galaxy, whih inreases their hanes of being members of M33.

We have onstruted spetral energy distributions (SEDs) ranging from the optial to the sub-mm to investigate the

nature of these objets. We �nd that 23 of our objets are most likely heavily self-obsured, evolved stars; while the

remaining soure is the Giant H ii region, NGC604. We believe that the observed variability is the intrinsi variability

of the entral star reproessed through their irumstellar dust shells. Radiative transfer modeling was arried out to

determine their likely hemial omposition, luminosity, and dust prodution rate (DPR). As a sample, our modeling

has determined an average luminosity of (3.8± 0.9)× 104 L⊙ and a total DPR of (2.3± 0.1)× 10−5 M⊙ yr−1. Most of

the soures, given the high DPRs and short wavelength obsuration, are likely "extreme" AGB (XAGB) stars. Five

of the soures are found to have luminosities above the lassial AGB limit (Mbol < −7.1, L > 54, 000 L⊙), whih

lassi�es them as probably red supergiants (RSGs). Almost all of the soures are lassi�ed as oxygen rih. As also

seen in the LMC, a signi�ant fration of the dust in M33 is produed by a handful of XAGB and RSG stars.

Aepted for publiation in Astronomial Journal

Available from arXiv:1411.6008

Detetable lose-in planets around white dwarfs through late unpaking

Dimitri Veras1 and Boris T. Gänsike1

1University of Warwik, UK

Although 25%�50% of white dwarfs (WDs) display evidene for remnant planetary systems, their orbital arhitetures

and overall sizes remain unknown. Vibrant lose-in (∼ 1 R⊙) irumstellar ativity is deteted at WDs spanning

many Gyrs in age, suggestive of planets further away. Here we demonstrate how systems with 4 and 10 losely-paked

planets that remain stable and ordered on the main sequene an beome unpaked when the star evolves into a WD

and experiene pervasive inward planetary inursions throughout WD ooling. Our full-lifetime simulations run for

the age of the Universe and adopt main sequene stellar masses of 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 M⊙, whih orrespond to the mass

range oupied by the progenitors of typial present-day WDs. These results provide (i) a natural way to generate an

ever-hanging dynamial arhiteture in post-main-sequene planetary systems, (ii) an avenue for planets to ahieve

temporary lose-in orbits that are potentially detetable by transit photometry, and (iii) a dynamial explanation for

how residual asteroids might pollute partiularly old WDs.

Aepted for publiation in MNRAS

Available from arXiv:1411.6012
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A detailed study of the struture of the nested planetary nebula, Hb 12,

the MatryoshkaNebula

D.M. Clark1, J.A. López1, M.L. Edwards2 and C. Winge3

1Instituto de Astronomía, Universidad Naional Autónoma de Méxio, Campus Ensenada, Méxio
2LBT Observatory, University of Arizona, 933, North Cherry Av., Tuson, AZ 85721, USA
3Gemini Observatory, Southern Operation Center, /o AURA In., Casilla 603, La Serena, Chile

We present near-IR, integral �eld spetrosopi observations of the planetary nebula (PN) Hb 12 using Near-infrared

Integral Field Spetrograph (NIFS) on Gemini-North. Combining NIFS with the adaptive optis system Altair, we

provide a detailed study of the ore and inner struture of this PN. We fous the analysis in the prominent emission

lines [Fe ii℄ (1.6436 µm), He i (2.0585 µm), H2 (2.1214 µm), and Brγ (2.16553 µm). We �nd that the [Fe ii℄ emission

traes a tilted system of bipolar lobes, with the northern lobe being redshifted and the southern lobe blueshifted. The

[Fe ii℄ emission is very faint at the ore and only present lose to the systemi veloity. There is no H2 emission in

the ore, whereas the ore is prominent in the He i and Brγ reombination lines. The H2 emission is onentrated

in equatorial ars of emission surrounding the ore and expanding at ∼ 30 km s−1. These ars are ompared with

Hubble Spae Telesope images and shown to represent nested loops belonging to the inner setions of a muh larger

bipolar struture that repliates the inner one. The He i and Brγ emission from the ore learly show a ylindrial

entral avity that seems to represent the inner walls of an equatorial density enhanement or torus. The torus is 0.′′2
wide (≡ 200 au radius at a distane of 2000 p) and expanding at ≤ 30 km s−1. The Eastern wall of the inner torus

is onsistently more intense than the Western wall, whih ould indiate the presene of an o�-enter star, suh as is

observed in the similar hourglass PN, MyCn18. A bipolar out�ow is also deteted in Brγ emerging within 0.′′1 from

the ore at ∼ ±40 km s−1.

Published in The Astronomial Journal, 148, 98 (2014)

Imaging the transition between pre-planetary and planetary nebulæ:

Integral Field Spetrosopy of hot post-AGB stars with NIFS

T.M. Gledhill1 and K.P. Forde1

1Shool of Physis, Astronomy & Mathematis, University of Hertfordshire, UK

We present 2�2.4 µm integral �eld spetrosopy of a sample of hot post-AGB stars with early-B spetral types, using

the NIFS instrument on Gemini North. These stars are just beginning to ionize their immediate environments and

turn into planetary nebulæ (PNe). We use moleular hydrogen emission lines together with hydrogen and helium

reombination lines to explore the distribution of moleular and atomi gas and the extent of the developing ionized

region. We see a range of evolutionary stages: IRAS 18062+2410 and IRAS18379−1707 have reently developed

ompat and unresolved regions of photoionized H within axisymmetri moleular envelopes, with the former objet

inreasing its Brγ �ux by a fator of 5.3 in 14 years; IRAS 22023+5249 and IRAS20462+3416 have extended Brγ
nebulae and in the latter objet only weak H2 emission remains; IRAS 19336−0400 is at a more advaned stage of

PN formation where H2 is mostly dissoiated and we see struture in both the H and He reombination line nebulæ.

IRAS 19200+3457 is the only objet not to show the He i line at 2.058 µm and is probably the least evolved objet in

our sample; the H2 emission forms a ring around the star and we suggest that this objet may be a rare example of a

�round� pre-PN in transition to a �round� PN.

Aepted for publiation in MNRAS

Available from arXiv:1411.6955
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Non-loal thermodynamial equilibrium e�ets on the iron abundane of

asymptoti giant branh stars In 47Tuanæ

E. Lapenna1, A. Muiarelli1, B. Lanzoni1, F.R. Ferraro1, E. Dalessandro1, L. Origlia2 and D. Massari1

1Dipartimento di Fisia e Astronomia, Università degli Studi di Bologna, Viale Berti Pihat 6/2, I-40127 Bologna, Italy
2INAF�Osservatorio Astronomio di Bologna, Via Ranzani, 1, 40127 Bologna, Italy

We present the iron abundane of 24 asymptoti giant branh (AGB) stars members of the globular luster 47Tuanæ,

obtained with high-resolution spetra olleted with the FEROS spetrograph at the MPG/ESO-2.2m Telesope. We

�nd that the iron abundanes derived from neutral lines (with mean value [Fe i/H℄ = −0.94 ± 0.01, σ = 0.08 dex)

are systematially lower than those derived from single ionized lines ([Fe ii/H℄ = −0.83 ± 0.01, σ = 0.05 dex). Only

the latter are in agreement with those obtained for a sample of red giant branh (RGB) luster stars, for whih Fe i

and Fe ii lines provide the same iron abundane. This �nding suggests that Non Loal Thermodynamial Equilibrium

(NLTE) e�ets driven by overionization mehanisms are present in the atmosphere of AGB stars and signi�antly

a�et Fe i lines, while leaving Fe ii features unaltered. On the other hand, the very good ionization equilibrium found

for RGB stars indiates that these NLTE e�ets may depend on the evolutionary stage. We disuss the impat of this

�nding both on the hemial analysis of AGB stars, and on the searh for evolved blue stragglers.

Aepted for publiation in ApJ

Available from arXiv:1410.3841

A searh of di�use bands in fullerene planetary nebulæ: evidene for

di�use irumstellar bands

J.J. Díaz-Luis1, D.A. Garía-Hernández1, N. Kameswara Rao1,2, A. Manhado1,3 and F. Cataldo4

1IAC�ULL, Spain
2IIA, India
3CSIC, Spain
4INAF�ACR, Italy

Large fullerenes and fullerene-based moleules have been proposed as arriers of di�use interstellar bands (DIBs).

The reent detetion of the most ommon fullerenes (C60 and C70) around some Planetary Nebulæ (PNe) now enable

us to study the DIBs towards fullerene-rih spae environments. We searh DIBs in the optial spetra towards

three fullerene-ontaining PNe (T 1, M1-20, and IC 418). Speial attention is given to DIBs whih are found to be

unusually intense towards these fullerene soures. In partiular, an unusually strong 4428Å absorption feature is a

ommon harateristi to fullerene PNe. Similarly to T 1, the strongest optial bands of neutral C60 are not deteted

towards IC 418. Our high-quality (S/N > 300) spetra for PN T 1 together with its large radial veloity permits

us to searh for the presene of di�use bands of irumstellar origin whih we refer to as di�use irumstellar bands

(DCBs). We report the �rst tentative detetion of two DCBs at 4428 and 5780 Å in the fullerene-rih irumstellar

environment around the PN T 1. Laboratory and theoretial studies of fullerenes in their multifarious manifestations

(arbon onions, fullerene lusters, or even omplex speies formed by fullerenes and other moleules like PAHs, or

metals) may help solve the mystery of some of the di�use band arriers.

Aepted for publiation in A&A

Available from arXiv:1411.7669

and from http://www.ia.es/preprints/?=view&pre_id=14154
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3D hydrodynamial simulations of evolved stars and observations of

stellar surfaes

A. Chiavassa1 and B. Freytag2

1Laboratoire Lagrange, UMR 7293, CNRS, Observatoire de la C�te d'Azur, Université de Nie Sophia�Antipolis, Nie, Frane
2Astronomial Observatory, Uppsala University, Regements vagen 1, Box 515, SE-75120 Uppsala, Sweden

Evolved stars are among the largest and brightest stars and they are ideal targets for the new generation of sensitive,

high resolution instrumentation that provides spetrophotometri, interferometri, astrometri, and imaging observ-

ables. The interpretation of the omplex stellar surfae images requires numerial simulations of stellar onvetion

that take into aount multi-dimensional time-dependent radiation hydrodynamis with realisti input physis. We

show how the evolved star simulations are obtained using the radiative hydrodynamis ode o5bold and how the

aurate observables are omputed with the post-proessing radiative transfer ode Optim 3D. The synergy between

observations and theoretial work is supported by a proper and quantitative analysis using these simulations, and by

strong onstraints from the observational side.

Oral ontribution, published in "Why Galaxies Care About AGB Stars III", Vienna, July 28�August

1, 2014, ASP Conferene Series

Available from arXiv:1410.386

Dupliity: its part in the AGB's downfall

Robert G. Izzard1 and Denise Keller2

1Argelander-Institut für Astronomie, Auf dem Hügel 71, 53121 Bonn, Germany
2Max-Plank-Institut für Radioastronomie, Auf dem Hügel 69, 53121 Bonn, Germany

Half or more of stars more massive than our Sun are orbited by a ompanion star in a binary system. Many binaries

have short enough orbits that the evolution of both stars is greatly altered by an exhange of mass and angular

momentum between the stars. Suh mass transfer is highly likely on the asymptoti giant branh (AGB) beause this

is when a star is both very large and has strong wind mass loss. Diret mass transfer trunates the AGB, and its

assoiated nuleosynthesis, prematurely ompared to in a single star. In wide binaries we an probe nuleosynthesis in

the long-dead AGB primary star by today observing its initially lower-mass ompanion. The star we see now may be

polluted by ejeta from the primary either through a wind or Rohe-lobe over�ow. We highlight reent quantitative

work on nuleosynthesis in (ex-)AGB mass-transfer systems, suh as arbon and barium stars, the link between binary

stars and planetary nebulae, and suggest AGB stars as a possible soure of the enigmati element, lithium.

Oral ontribution, published in "Why Galaxies Care About AGB Stars III"

Available from arXiv:1410.6634

and from http://www.univie.a.at/galagb/

Statistial studies of long-period variable stars in Odessa

Larisa S. Kudashkina1, Ivan L. Andronov1, Vladislava I. Marsakova2 and Lidia L. Chinarova3

1Department "High and Applied Mathematis", Odessa National Maritime University, Odessa, Ukraine
2Department of Astronomy, Odessa National University, Odessa, Ukraine
3Astronomial Observatory, Odessa National University, Odessa, Ukraine

The studies of pulsating variable stars are traditional subjets of astronomers in Odessa. In the last half of the 20th
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entury, the studies of the physial variable stars were the topis of 15 PhD theses of the ollaborators of the Odessa

State (now National) University. Continuing the tradition of studies of long-period variable stars in the Astronomial

Observatory of Odessa University, we try to ondut a detailed lassi�ation of the Mira-type stars, semi-regular

variable stars and also �nd out the loation of symbioti stars among other long-period variables in their evolution to

the planetary nebulæ, using the ompiled material from own observations and that of other authors. For the researh,

we have used observations from the databases of the Frenh Assoiation of Variable Stars Observers (AFOEV) and

Variable Stars Observers League of Japan (VSOLJ), whih allow study of the variability of these stars during the

time interval of about 100 years. Some stars were studied using the observations of the Amerian Assoiation of

Variable Star Observers (AAVSO). Modern researh of long-period variable stars in Odessa is onduted in several

diretions: 1. The analysis of orrelations between the photometri parameters. 2. The study of hanges on time of

individual harateristis of the light urves. 3. The study of variability of the objets whih are transitional between

the Mira-type and the semi-regular variables. The onlusions are disussed.

Oral ontribution, published in "Astrophysia Nova", ed. Bogdan Wszoªek & Agnieszka Ku¹miz;

Cz�stohowski Kalendarz Astronomizny (2015)

Available from arXiv:1411.1384

Constraining mass-loss & lifetimes of low mass, low metalliity AGB stars

Philip Rosen�eld1, Paola Marigo1, Léo Girardi2, Julianne J. Dalanton3, Alessandro Bressan4, Maro Gullieuszik2,

Daniel Weisz3,5, Benjamin F. Williams3, Andrew Dolphin6 and Bernhard Aringer7

1Dept. of Physis and Astronomy G. Galilei, University of Padova, Violo dell'Osservatorio 3, I-35122 Padova, Italy
2Osservatorio Astronomio di Padova � INAF, Violo dell'Osservatorio 5, I-35122 Padova, Italy
3Dept. of Astronomy, University of Washington, Box 351580, Seattle, WA 98195, USA
4Astrophysis Setor, SISSA, Via Bonomea 265, I-34136 Trieste, Italy
5Hubble Fellow
6Raytheon Company, 1151 East Hermans Road, Tuson, AZ 85756, USA
7University of Vienna, Dept. of Astrophysis, Turkenshanzstraÿe 17, A-1180 Wien, Austria

The evolution and lifetimes of thermally pulsating asymptoti giant branh (TP-AGB) stars su�er from signi�ant

unertainties. We present a detailed framework for onstraining model luminosity funtions of TP-AGB stars using re-

solved stellar populations. We show an example of this method that ompares various TP-AGB mass-loss presriptions

that di�er in their treatments of mass loss before the onset of dust-driven winds (pre-dust). We �nd that models with

more e�ient pre-dust driven mass loss produe results onsistent with observations, as opposed to more anonial

mass-loss models. E�ient pre-dust driven mass-loss predits for [Fe/H℄ < −1.2, lower mass TP-AGB stars (M < 1

M⊙) must have lifetimes less than about 1.2 Myr.

Oral ontribution, published in "Why Galaxies Care About AGB Stars III", Vienna July 28�August

1, 2014

Available from arXiv:1411.3125

The HST Treasury �Advaned Spetral Library (ASTRAL)� Programs

Kenneth G. Carpenter1, Thomas R. Ayres2 and ASTRAL Siene Team3

1NASA's GSFC, USA
2University of Colorado/Boulder, USA
3Variety of Domesti and International Institutions

The �Advaned Spetral Library (ASTRAL)� projet (PI = T. Ayres) onsists of two Treasury Programs: the Cyle

18 �Cool Stars� (GO-12278) program and the Cyle 21 �Hot Stars� (GO-13346) program. The primary goal of

these programs is to ollet, for the use of the astronomial ommunity over the oming deades, a de�nitive set of

representative, high-resolution (R ∼ 30, 000�100,000), high signal/noise (S/N > 100) spetra, with full UV overage

(∼ 1150�3100 Å) of prototypial stars aross the HR diagram, utilizing the high-performane Spae Telesope Imaging
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Spetrograph (STIS). The Cyle 18 program obtained spetra of 8 F�M evolved late-type stars, while the Cyle 21

program is in the proess of observing 21 early-type stars, whih span a broad range of spetral types between early-

O and early-A. All of these data will be available from the HST arhive and, in post-proessed and merged form,

at http://asa.olorado.edu/∼ayres/ASTRAL/. These data will enable investigations of a broad range of problems

� stellar, interstellar, and beyond � for many years into the future. We desribe here the details of the observing

programs, inluding the program targets and the observing strategies utilized to optimize the quality of the spetra,

and present some illustrative examples of the on-going sienti� analyses, inluding a study of the outer atmospheres

and winds of the two evolved M stars in the sample and a �rst look at a �high de�nition� UV spetrum of a magneti

hemially peuliar �Ap� star.

Poster ontribution, published in "18
th Cambridge Workshop on Cool Stars, Stellar Systems, and the

Sun"

Available from arXiv:1411.1419

and from http://www2.lowell.edu/workshops/oolstars18/proeedings.html

Calibrating the role of TP-AGB stars in the osmi matter yle

Paola Marigo1

1Department of Physis and Astronomy G. Galilei, University of Padova, Italy

In the last ten years three main fats about the thermally pulsing asymptoti giant branh (TP-AGB) have beome

evident: 1) the modelling of the TP-AGB phase is ritial for the derivation of basi galaxy properties (e.g., mass

and age) up to high redshift, with onsequent osmologial impliations; 2) urrent TP-AGB alibrations based on

Magellani Cloud (MC) lusters ome out not to work properly for other external galaxies, yielding a likely TP-AGB

overestimation; 3) the signi�ane of the TP-AGB ontribution in galaxies, hene their derived properties, are strongly

debated, with on�iting laims in favour of either a heavy or a light TP-AGB. The only way out of this ondition of

persisting unertainty is to perform a reliable alibration of the TP-AGB phase as a funtion of the star's initial mass

(hene age) over a wide range of metalliity, from very low to super-solar values. In this ontext, I will review reent

advanements and ongoing e�orts towards a physially-sound TP-AGB alibration that, moving beyond the lassial

use of the MC lusters, ombines inreasingly re�ned TP-AGB stellar models with exeptionally high-quality data for

resolved TP-AGB stars in nearby galaxies. Preliminary results indiate that a sort of �TP-AGB island� emerges in

the age�metalliity plane, where the ontribution of these stars is espeially developed, embraing preferentially solar-

and MC-like metalliities, and intermediate ages (∼ few Gyr).

Oral ontribution, published in "Why Galaxies Care About AGB Stars III", July 28�August 1, 2014,

Vienna (invited review)

Available from arXiv:1411.3126

Rotation of white dwarf stars

Steven Kawaler1

1Iowa State University, USA

I disuss and onsider the status of observational determinations of the rotation veloities of white dwarf stars via

asteroseismology and spetrosopy. While these observations have important impliations on our understanding of

the angular momentum evolution of stars in their late stages of evolution, more diret methods are sorely needed to

disentangle ambiguities.

Oral ontribution, published in "19
th European White Dwarf Workshop"

Available from arXiv:1410.6934
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The marriage of gas and dust

Daniel Prie1 and Guillaume Laibe2

1Monash University, Melbourne, Vi, Australia
2University of St. Andrews, Sotland, UK

Dust�gas mixtures are the simplest example of a two �uid mixture. We show that when simulating suh mixtures

with partiles or with partiles oupled to grids a problem arises due to the need to resolve a very small length sale

when the oupling is strong. Sine this is ours in the limit when the �uids are well oupled, we show how the

dust�gas equations an be reformulated to desribe a single �uid mixture. The equations are similar to the usual �uid

equations supplemented by a di�usion equation for the dust-to-gas ratio (or alternatively the dust fration). This

solves a number of numerial problems as well as making the physis lear.

Oral ontribution, published in "ASTRONUM-2014", eds. Audit & Pogorelov

Available from arXiv:1411.1097

Period�mass-loss rate relation of Miras with and without tehnetium

Stefan Uttenthaler1

1University of Vienna, Department of Astrophysis, Vienna, Austria

We present the disovery that Mira variables separate in two distint sequenes in a near- to mid-IR olor versus

pulsation period diagram, if a distintion is made with respet to the presene of tehnetium (T) in the stars. T is

an indiator of reent or ongoing deep mixing during a third dredge-up event. At a given period, the T-poor Miras

are redder in K − [22] (i.e. have higher dust mass-loss rate) than the T-rih Miras. This is ounter-intuitive sine the

T-rih Miras are expeted to be more evolved and should have a higher mass-loss rate. In this ontribution we give

an update on this reently disovered onundrum.

Oral ontribution, published in "Why Galaxies Care About AGB Stars III", Vienna, July 2014

Available from arXiv:1411.1392

A tale of two stars: Interferometri studies of post-AGB binaries

M. Hillen1, J. Menu1, B. de Vries2, H. Van Winkel1, M. Min3, G.D. Mulders4, C. Gielen5, T. Wevers6, S. Regibo1

and T. Verhoelst5

1Instituut voor Sterrenkunde, University of Leuven, Leuven, Belgium
2Department of Astronomy, AlbaNova University Center, Stokholm University, Stokholm, Sweden
3Sterrenkundig Instituut Anton Pannekoek, University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
4Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, The University of Arizona, Tuson AZ, USA
5Belgian Institute for Spae Aeronomy, Brussels, Belgium
6Department of Astrophysis / IMAPP, Radboud University Nijmegen, Nijmegen, The Netherlands

Binaries with irumbinary disks are ommonly found among optially bright post-AGB stars. Although learly linked

to binary interation proesses, the formation, evolution and fate of these disks are still badly understood. Due to

their ompatness, interferometri tehniques are required to resolve them. Here, we disuss our high-quality multi-

wavelength interferometri data of two prototypial yet very di�erent post-AGB binaries, AC and 89Herulis, as well
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as the modeling thereof with radiative transfer models. A detailed aount of the data and models of both objets is

published in three separate papers elsewhere; here we fous on omparing the modeling results for the two objets.

In partiular we disuss the suesses and limitations of the models whih were developed for proto-planetary disks

around young stars. We onlude that multi-wavelength high-angular-resolution observations and radiative transfer

disk models are indispensible to understand these omplex interating objets and their plae in the grand sheme of

the (binary) evolution of low and intermediate mass stars.

Oral ontribution, published in "Why Galaxies are about AGB stars", ASP Conferene Series

Available from arXiv:1411.2462

Kinematial properties of planetary nebulæ with WR-type nulei

Ashkbiz Danehkar1, Wolfgang Ste�en2 and Quentin A. Parker1,3

1Department of Physis and Astronomy, Maquarie University, Sydney, NSW 2109, Australia
2Instituto de Astronomía, Universidad Naional Autónoma de Méxio, C.P. 22860, Ensenada, Méxio
3Australian Astronomial Observatory, P.O. Box 915, North Ryde, NSW 1670, Australia

We have arried out integral �eld unit (IFU) spetrosopy of Hα, [N ii℄ and [O iii℄ emission lines for a sample of Galati

planetary nebulæ (PNe) with Wolf�Rayet (WR) stars and weak emission-line stars (wels). Comparing their spatially-

resolved kinemati observations with morpho-kinemati models allowed us to disentangle their three-dimensional

gaseous strutures. Our results indiate that these PNe have axi-symmetri morphologies, either bipolar or elliptial.

In many ases the assoiated kinemati maps for the PNe around hot entral stars also reveal the presene of so-alled

fast low-ionization emission regions.

Oral ontribution, published in "12th Asia�Pai� Regional IAU Meeting" (APRIM), 2014

Available from arXiv:1411.3253

Physial and hemial properties of planetary nebulæ with WR-type

nulei

Ashkbiz Danehkar1, Roger Wesson2, Amanda I. Karakas3 and Quentin A. Parker1,4

1Department of Physis and Astronomy, Maquarie University, Sydney, NSW 2109, Australia
2European Southern Observatory, Alonso de Córdova 3107, Casilla 19001, Santiago, Chile
3Researh Shool of Astronomy & Astrophysis, Australian National University, Canberra ACT 2611, Australia
4Australian Astronomial Observatory, P.O. Box 915, North Ryde, NSW 1670, Australia

We have arried out optial spetrosopi measurements of emission lines for a sample of Galati planetary nebulæ

with Wolf�Rayet (WR) stars and weak emission-line stars (wels). The plasma diagnostis and elemental abundane

analysis have been done using both ollisionally exited lines (CELs) and optial reombination lines (ORLs). It is

found that the abundane disrepany fators (ADF≡ORL/CEL) are losely orrelated with the dihotomy between

temperatures derived from forbidden lines and those from He i reombination lines, implying the existene of H-de�ient

materials embedded in the nebula. The Hβ surfae brightness orrelations suggest that they might be also related to

the nebular evolution.

Poster ontribution, published in "12th Asia�Pai� Regional IAU Meeting" (APRIM), 2014

Available from arXiv:1411.2191
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Thesis

Evolution of planetary nebulæ with WR-type entral stars

Ashkbiz Danehkar1

1Department of Physis and Astronomy, Maquarie University, Sydney, NSW 2109, Australia

This thesis presents a study of the kinematis, physial onditions and hemial abundanes for a sample of Galati

planetary nebulæ (PNe) with Wolf�Rayet (WR) and weak emission-line stars (wels), based on optial integral �eld unit

(IFU) spetrosopy obtained with the Wide Field Spetrograph (WiFeS) on the Australian National University 2.3

telesope at Siding Spring Observatory, and omplemented by spetra from the literature. PNe surrounding WR-type

stars onstitute a partiular study lass for this study. A onsiderable fration of urrently well-identi�ed entral stars

of PNe exhibit `hydrogen-de�ient' fast expanding atmospheres haraterized by a large mass-loss rate. Most of them

were lassi�ed as the arbon-sequene and a few of them as the nitrogen-sequene of the WR-type stars. What is

less lear are the physial mehanisms and evolutionary paths that remove the hydrogen-rih outer layer from these

degenerate ores, and transform it into a fast stellar wind. The aim of this thesis is to determine kinemati struture,

density distribution, thermal struture and elemental abundanes for a sample of PNe with di�erent hydrogen-de�ient

entral stars, whih might provide lues about the origin and formation of their hydrogen-de�ient stellar atmospheres.

The Hα and [N ii℄ emission features were used to measure the nebular radial veloities. Based on the spatially resolved

veloity distributions of these emission lines ombined with arhival Hubble Spae Telesope imaging for ompat

PNe, the kinemati strutures of these PNe were determined. Comparing the veloity maps observed by the IFU

spetrograph with those predited by morpho-kinemati models exluded the projetion e�et from the nebula's

appearane and identi�ed the morphology of most PNe, apart from the ompat objets. The results indiate that

these PNe have axi-symmetri morphologies, either bipolar or elliptial. In many ases, the assoiated kinemati maps

for PNe around hot WR-type stars also show the presene of so-alled fast low-ionization emission regions (FLIERs).

The WiFeS observations, omplemented with arhival spetra from the literature, have been used to arry out plasma

diagnostis and abundane analysis using both ollisionally exited lines (CELs) and optial reombination lines

(ORLs). ORL abundanes for arbon, nitrogen and oxygen have been derived where adequate reombination lines

were available. The weak temperature dependene of ORLs has also been used to determine the thermal struture. It is

found that the ORL abundanes are several times higher than the CEL abundanes, whereas the temperatures derived

from the He i reombination lines are typially lower than those measured from the ollisionally exited nebular-to-

auroral forbidden line ratios. The abundane disrepany fators (ADFs) for doubly-ionized nitrogen and oxygen are

within a range from 2 to 49, whih are losely orrelated with the dihotomy between temperatures derived from

forbidden lines and those from He i reombination lines. The results show that the ADF and temperature dihotomy

are orrelated with the intrinsi nebular Hβ surfae brightness, suggesting that the abundane disrepany problem

must be related to the nebular evolution.

Three-dimensional photoionization models of four Galati PNe have been onstruted, onstrained by the WiFeS

observations (Abell 48 and SuWt 2) and the double éhelle MIKE spetrosopy from the literature (Hb 4 and PB8).

The WiFeS observations have been used to perform the empirial analysis of Abell 48 and SuWt 2. The spatially

resolved veloity distributions were used to determine the kinemati strutures of Hb 4 and Abell 48. The previously

identi�ed non-LTE model atmospheres of Abell 48 and PB8 have been used as ionizing �uxes in their photoionization

models. It is found that the enhanement of the [N ii℄ emission in the FLIERs of Hb 4 is more attributed to the

geometry and density distribution, while the ionization orretion fator method and eletron temperature used for

the empirial analysis are mostly responsible for apparent inhomogeneity of nitrogen abundane. However, the results

indiate that the hemially inhomogeneous models, ontaining a small fration of metal-rih inlusions (around 5

perent), provide aeptable mathes to the observed ORLs in Hb 4 and PB8. The observed nebular spetrum of

Abell 48 was best produed by using a nitrogen-sequene non-LTE model atmosphere of a low-mass progenitor star

rather than a massive Pop I star. For Abell 48, the helium temperature predited by the photoionization model is

higher than those empirially derived, suggesting the presene of a fration of old metal-rih strutures inside the

nebula. It is found that a dual-dust hemistry with di�erent grain speies and disrete grain sizes likely produes the

nebular Spitzer mid-infrared ontinuum of PB8. The photoionization models of SuWt 2 suggest the presene of a hot

hydrogen-de�ient degenerate ore, ompatible with what is known as a PG1159-type star, while the nebula's age is

onsistent with a born-again senario.

PhD Thesis, Maquarie University, April 2014

Available from http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2014PhDT........76D
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Announements

Stellar End Produts: The Low Mass � High Mass Connetion

ESO Garhing, 6�10 July, 2015

Goals of the Workshop

In this workshop, we intend to bring together observers and theorists from the low mass and high mass stellar

ommunities with the goals of:

• understanding the evolved star mass loss proess and the injetion of energy and matter (enrihed in moleules

and dust) into the ISM

• omparing Asymptoti Giant Branh and Red Supergiant stars � why are they observationally similar in many

ways yet apparently have very di�erent interior stellar strutures and their mass loss evolves di�erently

• determining the roles of magneti �elds, binarity, jets and ollimated mass loss, metalliity, initial mass et.

upon stellar evolution and end produts � how an almost spherially symmetri stars produe broadly bipolar

morphologies over suh a large mass loss range?

The meeting will be spread over �ve days, starting on Monday afternoon and ending on Friday at lunhtime. It will

onsist of invited and ontributed talks, posters and disussion sessions.

Conferene email: steps�eso.org

Important dates:

6 April abstrat submission deadline

15 April preliminary program

1 May noti�ation of ontributed talk

4 May hotel blok bookings expire

6 June registration payment deadline

6 July meeting starts

See also http://www.eso.org/si/meetings/2015/STEPS2015.html

Workshop on Milky Way Astrophysis from Wide-Field Surveys

30/03�01/04 2015, London, Burlington House at the RAS, UK

The workshop will bring together ∼ 90 sientists working on various aspets of astrophysis in the Milky Way, who

utilise large, multi-wavelength, wide-�eld surveys in their work. The siene topis enompass the interstellar medium,

the formation of stars, supernovæ, late evolutionary stages of stars (asymptoti giant branh stars and planetary neb-

ulæ), low mass stars and brown dwarfs, stellar lusters as well as Galati struture.

We aim to bring together people from the UK ommunity, as well as experts from Europe and overseas, to foster

the exhange of knowledge and expertise on these large valuable datasets. This will inlude talks on various large

wide-�eld surveys suh as e.g. IPHAS, VPHAS+, GAIA, UKIDSS, VVV, UWISH2(-E), UWIFE, Spitzer Glimpse,

DeepGlimpse, GBS, WISE, AKARI, Hershel GPS, JPS, LOFAR, et., overing the entire astrophysial useful part

of the eletromagneti spetrum. Thanks to the RAS and generous SEPnet sponsorship, there will be no registration

fee.

The draft program onsists of the following sessions:
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1) Wide-Field Surveys; PIs or leading members of large sale surveys are strongly enouraged to present a short

overview of their data and siene results;

2) Star Formation and Massive Stars; inl. moleular louds, young stars, jets and out�ows, et.;

3) Late Stages of Stellar Evolution; inl. Asymptoti Giant Branh stars, Planetary nebulæ, Supernovæ, white

dwarfs, et.;

4) Star Clusters and Low Mass Objets; inl. low-mass stars and brown dwarfs, stellar lusters and assoiations,

stellar streams and loal dwarf galaxies, et.;

Organisers:

Dirk Froebrih, Janet Drew, Mihael D. Smith, Phil W. Luas, Tim Gledhill, Antonio Chrysostomou

We are looking forward to seeing you in London.

Dirk Froebrih, Janet Drew

See also http://astro.kent.a.uk/∼df/gp/index.html
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